In 1962, a Hiroshima peace delegation and an Auschwitz survivors’ organization exchanged relics and testimonies, including the bones and ashes of Auschwitz victims. This symbolic encounter, in which the dead were literally conscripted in the service of the politics of the living, serves as a cornerstone of this volume, capturing how memory was utilized to rebuild and redefine a shattered world. This is a powerful study of the contentious history of remembrance and the commemoration of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima in the context of the global development of Holocaust and World War II memory. Emphasizing the importance of nuclear issues in the 1950s and 1960s, Zwigenberg traces the rise of global commemoration culture through the reconstruction of Hiroshima as a “City of Bright Peace,” memorials and museums, global tourism, developments in psychiatry, and the emergence of the figure of the survivor-witness and its consequences for global memory practices.
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Note on the text

With the exception of names widely known in the West, such as Akira Kurosawa, in rendering East Asian names in the body of the text I follow the conventional ordering of the region, with surnames followed by given names. Thus, Hamai Shinzō appears in the Japanese order; the surname Hamai precedes the given name Shinzō. Furthermore, in Japanese, the term *hibakusha* can be rendered in two different ways in writing. When the character for Baku is written as “bomb,” it refers to victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. When Baku is written with the character for “exposure,” the meaning of *hibakusha* is widened to include all victims of radiation from nuclear material (e.g. Marshall Islands residents who were exposed to radiation during the 1954 Bikini nuclear tests, or workers at the Fukushima nuclear plant who were exposed to radiation in March 2011). In this book, unless otherwise noted, I use *hibakusha*, in its narrower, historical definition to refer to victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. When possible I have used available English translations of Japanese, Hebrew and other texts; unless otherwise noted, all other translations are mine.